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For 0 longtime it has been claimed that
a Christian understanding of nature should be
deve loped. Assumi ng that there is such a need,
what is the next step? This article is an attempt to take that next step as the uni fyi ng
principle in natural science is investigated.
Before the thesis of this article is stated,
certain clarifi cations are necessary. First,
"nature" and" natura I" as applied to aspects
of creation refer here only to physical and
chemical aspects. "Natural law" and examples of natural law are used, except where
noted, to denote human correlations of observed natural phenomena. Such laws are
limited, and they can be erroneous; but to the
extent that they are correct, they can poi nt
to some part of an absolute lawof God. "Natura I sci ence," here, means the study of the
physical and chemical aspects of both the
living and nonliving parts of nature. The
question of the nature of life is not entered
into.
Second, a Christian understanding of nature should have implicati9ns for the teaching
of natural science. Without such an understanding, a Christian teacher or a Christian
school might be satisfied that education in
naturpl science is Christian if it solicits cer-

tain wholesome attitudes.
There might be
satisfaction if the student of natural science
is raug~:', for example, to have ecological
concern, admiration for what God has created,
and on understanding of the errors of evolutionary teaching. But there is more. It will
be seen that a list of items such as these does
not constitute an adequate description of
Christian edu(;ation in natural science.
What is involved in a Christian understanding of nature? The heart of the answer
to thisquestion is the thesis of this article: ~
man develops natural science in his investiQation of nature, the truth of ~ principle which
has always been a part of the Christian position
becomes increasingly evident to him. This is

~~~:!:~~:,I:
.t~:~~~~sT
of
the various ::~~~:~:~I~~~~:,~~~ils
phenomena of natural science.
1. What d2es this thesis mean? Before
the era of modern science, men understood
very little of natural phenomena. Theycould
not, for example, understand the relation between the ocean's tides, the tendency of dense
objects to fall, and the tendency for the climate on the leewardslopesofmountain ranges
(as in eastern Washington, Idaho, Montana,
etc.)to be dry. These are seemingly isolated
phenomena, but in the modern scientific era
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power is harmonious: He does not contradict
Himself. Accepting the Christian position,
we expect that the natural-scientific
enterprisewould reveal harmony in creation. The
existence of this harmony, which is both profound and beautiful, is precisely what developments in natural science point towards. In
no way do these developments prove the existence of God. But these deve lopments do suggest that there is a basic unity in creation.
There is no ultimate contradiction. The Christian who considers these things expects that
man, if God so leads him, will find connections between many phenomena whi ch sti II
seemto be unrelated. At the same time, the
Christian knows that the wi II of God is not
comprehensible and that a single, valid law
encompassing all phenomena wi II not be found.
Yet the Christian does not doubt the existence
of such an absolute, ultimate law or power.
Itis onlyaquestionofhow
much that man, in
the providence of God, will be permitted tb
learn.
Man's relation to the idea of unification
is discussed further after a few illustrations.
2. What are some examples of this the~? Some questions about the explanation of
facts in that part of physics called "classical
mechanics, " the science used to explain the

they have been shown to be related. It is not
that one of these phenomena causes another
to occur. Rather, there are common factors
in the explanation of the three phenomena.
One such common factor is the Law of Gravitation, one of the laws formulated to explain
these phenomena.
But the Lawof Gravitation also explains
many other phenomena. Thus, diverse phenomena are "brought under one logical roof ."
Other laws are formulated to explain other
phenomena. What happens next in this process of explanation is extremely interesting:
Lawssuch asthe Law of Gravitation can also
be considered diverse phenomena, and these
laws can be brought together when more inclusive laws are formulated. The history of
~science
is fundamentally the history
of man's attempts to bri ng more and more seemingly isolated phenomena under one logical
roof. Man wants better and more inclusive
explanations.
What is happening before our eyes is amazing. We observe that the rich diversity in
nature can be explained largely by a small
number of simple but profound laws formulated
by men. Natura I phenomena are like leaves
on a tree. Some leaves may be on the same
twig, where the twig is like a law or a set of
laws. The twig is nota leaf, but it shows the
relationship between the leaves. Similarly,
twigs are related if they are on the same
branch, where a branch is like a more inclusive set of laws. At a still higher level,
branches can be related to each other, etc.
Itis no surprise that scientists talk of reducing
the number of fundamental laws. "Is there
but one law?" they ask. The general trend in
the history of natural science points in that
direction.
Consider what this means. A humanly
formulated law might be valid and might correctly describe creation. Crection cou Id conceivab Iy be described by a perfect law, an
absolute lawwhi ch only God could formulate.
Such a law would be a description of God's
power. Thus, such a human Iv formulat~-4law
would, to someextent, describe God's power.
It has always been inherent in the Christian position that God is the source of all
power. Furthermore, any expression of His

behavior of objects much larger t~an single
atoms or molecules, are the following:
How
is it that a rocket engine can cause a space
ship to move, even if the ship is in outer space
where there is no air? How does a-highway
engineercalculatetheangleatwhich
a curve
must be banked? How is it that a person can
easily lift a car without the aid of a motor if
he uses a hydraulic jack? What determines
which objects float on water? Why are two
boats which are close to each other and traveling in the same direction drawn even closer together? Why does a baseball or a golf
ball curve? How can the wings of an airplane
give it "lift"?
Thesequestions and thousa'nds
of others about many seemi ng Iy unre lated phenomena can be explained by using approximatelythree very simple physical laws. The
exact number depends upon how they are formulated. These laws are called simple because they are easy to understand; they are
laws like the Lawof Gravitation and the law'
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which states that energy can be neither created nor destroyed. I n the app Ii cati on of these
natural laws to the questions which have been
listed, mathematics, and therefore the laws of
mathemati cs,must be used.
Here are some typical questions concerning explanations of chemical phenomena: How
does a water softener function?
How does a
battery produce electricity?
Why are certain
chlGrine-containing
compounds bleaching agents? Why does iron rust have color? Why
are on Iy a few meta Is, such as go Id j found as
free meta Is in their natura I state? Why are the
great majority of elements metals? How is it
that a very large branch of chemistry can be
based on one element, carbon, although the
same cannot be said for any other element?
What is the chemistry involved when a living
thing changes food into heat and energy of
motion? These phenomena and a seemingly
end l.essnumber of other chemi cal phenomena

chaotic is not chaotic at all. But this means
that "order" is related to, though not dependent
upon, our abi lity to perceive and reason. The
Christian, however, does not need to rely on
such perceptive and reasoni ng powers to know
that God is sovereign and that He is, among
other things, the single ultimate Causer of
natural phenomena. f..i!Oreover, the Creation
is perfectly ordered regardless of how much we
see.
Natural science, however,would not exist
if man could not perceive order in the universe. Man can perceive order, that is, man
can formulate laws, only because God made
man so that he can observe and appreciate
order. Man thus has some knowledge about
what God has created. Such knowledge is
possible only because man was created in the
image of God. Both the Christian and the
non-Christian bear the image of God, and,
therefore, both are capable of doing work in

can be explained by a very small number of
hlJmanly formulated simple laws. (Including
the laws used in classical mechanics, approximate Iy five laws are needed here.)
In short, the present state of affairs in
natural science is such that we can see in
principle how all physical phenomena can
be explained using only a few simple laws.
And there is some evidence that the number of
laws can be decreased by more investigation
and reformulation, even though an ultimate
understanding of God's power is unattainable.
3. Why is this thesis true? The idea that
diverse iJhenomena can be exp lai ned by a few
simple laws is often said by natural scientists
and others to be evidence of "order" in the
universe. What is meant by "order"? Whoever says that he sees order means that he is
able'to discern a pattern: what at first seems

the natural sciences. No doubt sin has affectedthe quafityofthework
that man is capable of, and the differi ng presuppositions of
the Christian and the non-Christian also inevitably affect their work. But it cannot be
said that sinful men, even non-Christians, are
not capable of worthwhi Ie work in natural science. Thisthesisofthisarticle
is true because
man, created in the image of God, has been
led by God to see something of His power as
it is expressed in the phenomena which are the
subject of investigation in natural science.
A further suggestion that work in the
natural sciences can be carried out by all men
is the Scriptural statement that 9lJ men see
"theinvisible things of Him from the creation
of the wor fd. . . even His eterna I power and
Godhead" (Rom. 1:20).
We are taught in
this passagethat all men know of God, even
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though some of them have distorted
cerning Him. Therefore,
partoftheimageofGodinman
ledge pf the integrating

ideas con':'
it is concluded that
is some know"power" that is the

reason for order and which, therefore,
makes
natural science possible.
The ultimate power
referred to in this p~sage is just that power
which is pointed tobyour
humanly formulated
natural laws.
It is not claimed that all men
are conscious of this knowledge.
Butthis passage states that they have always had this
knowledge.
Consequently "men act upon this
knowledge,
and there is a universal urge to
relate the forest of seemingly unrelated phenomenato the simpler and more general laws
which

point to that ultimate power.
But the non-Christian
has no desire to
unite phenomena in order that they wi I I point
to a god who is sovereign.
Rather, he perverts
unification
so that unification
will point away
from God. How does he do this? Let us observe what has happened in recent years.

some men have used their abilities in the
natural sciencesinasinful way. That is, some
men have denied the power of the Godhead
in the ultimate sense. They claim there was
no creation. According to the Christian position, there was creation and there is providence. Thus, for the Chri stian, the existence
of God the Creator and Provider explains why
an understandi ng of natura I phenomena poi nts
ultimately to a single power. For the nonChristian, however, the relation between the
phenomena and a single power is "explained"
by assuming the exact opposite ,non-creati on.
4. How can it be demonstrated that thi s
thesis is true? It is possib Ie to start out with
the laws which explain the phenomena and
then "prove" the existence of those phenomena. It is precisely this that can be done
in many instances, ar,d the examplesin classical mechanics which have been given can
be treated this way in a high school course in
physics. The equivalent of the necessary

operations is carried out in many natural science courses, but little emphasis is put on the
unity in.9.l! of natural science whi ch is thereby
i ndi cated. The student can be taught to start
out with what is "obvious" to him. For example, the high school physics student can be
told to assume that energy can be neither
created nor destroyed--this is merely a scientific way of saying that one cannot get
something for nothing--and(
if he assumesa
few other ideas equally obvious, he can
"prove" that the rocket engine can do what
it does, that the ball wi II curve under certai n
conditions, etc. And so it goes fo~ all of
natur:J1 science. The ultimate proof of the
thesis is too detailed to be given in this article, and is left to the natural science textbooks and classrooms.
But two additional comments must be
made. First, classical mechanics is not a

Since the concept of creation in the Biblicalsense is incomprehensibleto man, many
scientistswanted to avoid the idea that God
created living things. At the same time they
like all scientists, wanted to put all the phenomenaofnature underone logical roof. They
wanted unification. ThesetwIn desires were
an important reasonthat the idea ofbiological
evolution took hold. To avoid creation and
still keep unification, the idea ofbiological
evolution was later extended: it wasaccepted
that life evolved from non-life and, finally,
among many "advanced" thinkers, the idea
took hold that the universe is infinitely old.
Thereneverwasatimeofcreation, they said.
We can now see what has happenedto
man. He was created in the image of God,
and he wasto usethis imageto know the power
of the Godhead. Man sti II bearsGod's image,
but sin affected that image and, as a result,
-18-

typical example: it is an instance in which
the connection between laws and phenomena
is more easi Iy seen than in most other areas of
natural science. Second, the "obvious'! assumptions whi ch the high-school student can
make have by this time been largely replaced
with more sophisticated, but nevertheless
simple, assumptions which have broader use
than in classical mechanics. These more
sophi sti cated assumptions serve to reduce the
the number of needed simple laws, the trend
described in the thesis of this arti c Ie. Since
these assumptions are more sophisti cated, their
use makes it more difficult to demonstrate the
thesis, and the more difficult demonstration
is not necessary.
Thus, it is possible to demonstrate to the
student that he indeed has the abi I ity to put
together ideas that he accepts without question for the purpose ofdeducing the existence
of phenomena wh i ch at first seem to be isolated from each other. It is imperative that
the student be shown that his ability to make
these connections is no accident, but that it
is a consequence of his having been created
in the image of God. This is discussed further
in Section 6.
5. What does this thesis NOT claim?
It is not claimed that modern natural science
proves that God exists. But if all men know
the power of God--and, according to Romans
1:20 they do-- then modern natural science
aids in giving a picture of the universe as it
is. Men resist their knowledge of God with
modern natural science on the scene just as
much as they ever have. "Natura I" theo logy
is not proper theology,
It is not claimed here that reality is in
the eye of the beho1der. Even though phenomena can be tied together by laws human Iy
formulated, there is no reason to deny the
objective existence and unity of these phenomena that.God created,'
Nor is it herein suggested that man's
reasoning can be infallible.
Many errors have
been and wi II be made, Furthermore, there
are inherent limitations on what man can know
about nature (i.e., God's creation).
These
limitations apparently exist because man has
limited capabi lities, not only because he is
prone to err because of sin.

Since man's reasoning power is fallible,
weare likely to forget something. We cannot
say that our reasoning hastold us nothing reliable about the "true" nature of creation.
Natural laws formulated by men have been
extremelysuccessful in predicting the results
of future experiments. In a sense, most successfulscientific inventions depend upon the
validity of fundamental laws previously formulated. Simi larly, when astronauts began
the first flight to the moon they assumed that
Newton's laws--the fundamental laws of classical mechanics--tell us correctly where the
moon wi II be at a given time. The astronauts
went where the moon was supposed to be, ~
the moon was there.
Nor is it claimed that human reason replaces scientific experiment. It is true that
the resu Its of some experi ments can now be
correctly predicted because we know a small
numberoffundamentallawsand
how to apply
them. And, we can see in principle how
these laws can be used to predict the results
of other experiments in natural science. The
time when we wi II be able to use these or
other laws to predict the results of most experiments is indefinitely far from us. In short,
this thesis does not suggest that the experimental method, the heart of the so-called
scientific method, is about to be replaced as
the means of finding outwhat creation is like.
6. Given this thesis, how should the
natural sciences be tau~ht? The naturalsciences should be taught recognizing that the
student bears God's image. As a consequence,
the student can comprehend some of the i nterrelatedness of natural phenomena. Because
hebearstheimage of God, he too can be led
to comprehend that seemingly-isolated phenomena can be unified and understood. Some
of the surprising and satisfying things that a
high-school
can do have a Iready been
referred
to.- student
What, then, is the "Christian" way to
teach natural science? Is Christian natural
science merely~natural
science, i.e.,
natural science which is considered correct
in the ordinary textbook-classroom context?
If so, teaching valid natural science would
be teaching in a Christian way. After all,
what would be a better way to teach than to
_10-

meani nq for man--without God as Creator.
Thus, in Christian education in natural
science it is not enough to teach isolated
phenomena. A way of praising God in education in natural science is to recognize that
He has led man to study creation and understand it. Even though man is limited, he has
been enab led to put together someof the parts
of creation and to see that there is a Godordained whole. If our students are taught
these things and learn to bel i eve them, then
they are taught for the King.

impart to th~ students an understanding of
creation as it actually is? If such teaching
is Christian teaching, then much secular education in natural science is already actually
Christian education.
Such aview, however, neglects the effect of si n on man. Men E-?- suppressthe obvious. They do not of themselves admit that
the power of God is the reason that coherence
exists in nature. Education is Christian only
when it takes into account the whole picture.
In presenting the whole picture to the student,
the teacher should explain how the power of
God unifies what is studied. Error or incompleteness in such an explanation wi II cause.
the student to have a distorted view of cretion. Christian education in natural science
is not mere Iy "ordinary" natural sci ence with
an added statement concerning God as Creator; it is education whi ch teaches the student
why ~ phenomenon can exist--can
have

1. Discussionof this thesis beyond what
is given here can be found in R. Maatman and
G. Bakker, ContrastingChristian Approaches
to TeachinQthe Sciences, The Calvin ColMonograph Series, Grand Rapids, 1971, and
R.Maatman,TheBible, Natural Science, and
Evolution, ReformedFellowship, Grand Rapids, 1970, Chapters7 and 12.

RESPONSETO ALLOFORMITARIANISM

of uniformitarianism has been presented. I fear
that the casual reader maybe led to conclude
thattheresults of modern geology are mere reflections of unbib Ii cal presuppositions, and that
the reader may react by downgradi ng sci enti fi c
study as a vai n enterpri se. There are, of course,
unbelieving geologists--unfortunately
a large
army of them--with
unbiblical
assumptions
whose interpretations must be treated with caution.
They live in the same wor Id that we

I n the last issue of Pro Rege Professor Gary
Parker sought to exami-n;~rmitarianism,
a
fundamental assumption underlying much of
modern geology. It is always good to reexamine
fundamental assumptions involving our Biblical
faith and the scientific enterprise. I appreciate
my friend's thought-provoking effort.
I believe, however, that Professor Parker
may have been rather abrupt in hi s treatment of
uniformitarianism.
I believe that a caricature
-20-

